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Credit spreads came under pressure in November from issues plaguing markets
throughout the year — geopolitical worries about Italy and Brexit, expectations of
slower growth and inflation, US-China trade tensions, and a hawkish Fed. However,
credit spreads found a bottom late in the month, as did other risk assets, as
investors saw hints of dovishness at the Federal Reserve and a possible ceasefire
in the US-China trade dispute. As a result, our target allocation remains unchanged.
While we see potential for additional volatility in coming months, valuations have
reset wider and we continue to find attractively priced credits in investment grade,
high yield, and emerging markets debt in the context of a benign default backdrop,
strong corporate earnings, and a possible midcycle Fed pause.
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Central case
As stated last month, we continue to anticipate moderation in GDP growth and
inflation, each in the 1% to 3% range, as well as moderation in consumption, housing
activity, fiscal spending, and business investment. The labor market is near full
employment and wage growth is gradually increasing. We anticipate two to three
Fed rate hikes in each of next few years alongside a gradual balance sheet tapering,
and an equilibrium real funds rate of 0%-0.50%.
Market movers
Trade. Expected talks between Presidents Trump and Xi could clarify whether tariffs
on nearly half of China’s exports to the US jump from 10% to 25%. A decision on EU
car tariffs also may be drawing closer.
A Fed pause? At its December FOMC meeting, the Fed may signal that plans for five
rate hikes after December are too hawkish. A cut in future rates of at least 25 basis
points (bps) plus a reduction to 2% in the 2019 inflation forecast would support the
guidance change.
The “R” word. Business investment stalled in Q3 and deteriorating manufacturing
and service sector data suggest an approaching 2015-like recession. Slumping
oil prices could dampen energy investment, while GM’s factory closures signal a
possible reversion to corporate margin defense instead of productivity- or capacityenhancing investment spending.
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friendly policies remain under control. Banks continue to have a
strong capital base and have been reporting, on average, stable
results.

Fundamentals
Earnings season was disappointing with only ~60% of issuers
beating expectations. The materials, technology, consumer,
and electrics sectors disappointed. The earnings growth peak
thesis is the market’s base case now; we are looking for high
single-digit growth in 2019.

Valuations
Credit spreads at the index level have widened considerably
over the last two months. We continue to prefer the banking
sector due to improving fundamentals, the potential for
deregulation, and attractive yields, but are mindful of political
and global trade risks.

Valuations
Implied default rates across leveraged finance are ~3%, so
while valuations imply a small uptick in corporate default rates,
history says defaults are generally higher or lower than 3%. Stay
tuned. The same confusion is evident in CLOs, as single Bs are
widening while BBBs are tightening.

Technicals
The European market has seen outflows. That, combined with
the approaching end of quantitative easing, is not helping the
credit market’s technical picture.

Technicals
CLO technicals remained positive while high yield and loans were
negative, trending neutral/positive into year-end. Notable is that
the quarter-to-date decline was contained to US and EU credit as
emerging market (EM) credit and CLOs outperformed.
Leverage Finance Allocation Decision
We are maintaining our allocation of 35%. Spreads are now
wide of what we consider to be fair-value range given strong
corporate fundamentals and the benign default backdrop.
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Fundamentals
We remain constructive on credit fundamentals despite
increasing leverage due to healthy balance sheets and cash
flow generation. More economically sensitive names will remain
volatile against the backdrop of mixed economic data. Trade
and tariff concerns with China continue to weigh on sentiment.
Valuations
Heading into year-end we anticipate reduced demand for credit;
there may be a more attractive entry point. Following recent
spread widening, select credits look attractive.
Technicals
The technical backdrop for investment grade (IG) credit is soft,
with rising broker-dealer inventories and tepid demand, both
foreign and domestic, particularly on the long end.

Non-US-Dollar Investment Grade Credit

Investment Grade Credit Allocation Decision
Our allocation remains at 25%. Valuations are attractive
after the recent selloff and we could see a snapback toward
year-end and into January. Over the medium term, however,
technical and political risks point to a volatile 2019.
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Fundamentals
Signs of stability in Brazil and Russia, at least from a bottom-up
economic perspective, cannot hide the fact that the Chinese
economy is hitting the brakes, led by a domestic-driven
slowdown. Tariffs and the inability of China’s policymakers to
ease sufficiently to counter the downdraft continue to weigh on
economic and market sentiment. Our overall growth outlook is
fairly balanced.
Valuations
EM sovereign spreads widened by another 30 bps in November
to just shy of +400 bps, doubling the spread-widening since late
September and hitting the widest levels since June 2016. The
chief drivers of the recent widening have been Venezuela, Costa
Rica, and Lebanon.
Technicals
Sovereign issuance has come to almost a standstill and new
issues are broadly under water despite a higher new-issue
premium. High cash levels provide a good buffer against the
weaker market sentiment and flows from the asset class have
generally stabilized.
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Fundamentals
We have seen no major changes in credit metrics in Europe, as
leverage has not increased and M&A activity and shareholder-

Fundamentals
With most results reported, the fundamental picture has not
changed materially. We are still slightly more positive overall.
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Valuations
We are starting to see more value in high yield, particularly in
the China B space. High yield currently is pricing a much higher
default probability than our 12-month expectations. Overall, EM
corporates look good-value to cheap. The risk-adjusted return
model still has a bias to IG given the volatility.
Technicals
The technical picture remains very robust on the back of higher
cash levels and a fairly light issuance calendar into year-end.
The challenge remains volatility in foreign exchange and US
Treasuries at key technical levels, which is keeping the market
defensive.
Emerging Markets Allocation Decision
We maintain our allocation of 20% and remain constructive
on the asset class as fundamentals continue to be stable and
spreads have widened to 2016 levels.

Securitized Products
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Fundamentals
Fundamentals are still solid. Interest rate volatility, although
rising in October, is still nowhere near pre-financial-crisis levels
or those before Fed ownership of mortgage-backed securities
(MBS).
Valuations
The relationship between IG credit and MBS performance
had to normalize. It did, with IG going wider, rather than MBS
performing better.

Securitized Products Allocation Decision
We maintain our allocation of 20% and continue to focus on
signs of banks adding MBS to balance sheets again.

Non-US Dollar Currency
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Fundamentals
Rising global headwinds in the form of a China slowdown,
withdrawal of global liquidity, and higher oil prices ought to
further support the US dollar, but may be countered by long
dollar market positioning.
Valuations
The DXY index is close to 2018 highs yet still far below postTrump election levels. Current valuations may provide an
attractive entry point for longer-term investors.
Technicals
Recent market data suggest investors continue to add to US
dollar longs. Net positioning is now ~$30 billion on the long side,
versus a net short position of ~$26 billion earlier in 2018. This
shift has provided a notable tailwind to the dollar.
Non-US Dollar Currency Allocation Decision
We maintain our 0% non-dollar allocation. Growth and interestrate differentials continue to favor the US dollar until we see
progress in other developed economies.

Technicals
Lack of recent bank buying is a high hurdle to overcome. We
have seen small positive signs, with REITs able to raise some
capital.

Our Recession Case Scenario Probability Increased While Our Central Case Scenario Decreased During the Month
Fixed Income Scenario Probabilities – Next 12 Months (as of 27 November 2018)
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Source: PineBridge Investments. For illustrative purposes only. Any opinions, projections, forecasts, and forward-looking statements are based on certain
assumptions (which may differ materially from actual events and conditions) and are valid only as of the date presented and are subject to change.
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